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Tim Galloway
Running For Vice President

Number of Years in FYHA 8

Children or Dependents in FYHA Derek, Squirt

Prior FYHA Experience (board
member, coach, volunteer, etc.)

I have been an assistant coach, a head coach, and a
board member with FYHA. In addition I have volunteered
time coaching off season and pre tryout camps, and on ice
through many hours of the past few years try out process.

Previous and Current Hockey
Experience

Played youth through HS in Rosemount and Farmington.
Current experience is mainly coaching, but I've been
known to try and keep up in some pick up games.

Why I am Running for the Board The lessons and experiences from my days playing
growing up have stuck with me well into adulthood. I have
many fond memories and close connections from my youth
that exist today through the game. I believe hockey is one
of the true team sports and can provide so much more
than just athletic accomplishment to our youth. I strive to
create the best situation for all kids to enjoy and grow with
the game in hopes they will look back one day and feel the
same way I do. Youth sports are about creating memories,
making friends, growing as an athlete, and most
importantly growing as a person. I wish to stay with the
FYHA board to continue building the best opportunities for
all players, of all levels. Part of this is the need our
association has for additional facilities. While the progress
is not instant, the work is being done to make this a reality
and I wish to continue to be a part of that progress.

Other information you should know
about me as it relates to my

perspective position on the FYHA
board

Hockey aside, my career position is based in people
leadership. I work hard to align and coordinate people on a
daily basis to bring out their best, and create the best
outcome. This means balancing a business need, with



each individuals needs. This experience and area of
expertise translates well to working together on the
associations board, bringing the many viewpoints and
priorities together in search of the best outcome for all.
Hockey is the sport, but our association is people driven,
but also needs to run fiscally responsible in order to
achieve our long standing goal of more ice in Farmington.
Pulling from my business acumen, I can help continue to
guide FYHA on this path.


